Addressing the continuing state fiscal crisis
will be the dominant issue of 2011

Dealing with the state fiscal crisis will be the most

by the time of the latest Rockefeller Institute

essential and pressing issue facing every governor

report on state revenue collections, only 10 had

who arrives in office in January 2011. Veteran or

seen some modest increase in tax receipts.6 This

rookie, all governors will take the oath of office

means that almost three dozen — well more than

facing an era of high unemployment, a housing

half the states in the nation — saw continued

market that remains on its knees and a veritable Gulf

declines in overall tax collections for the year.
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oil spill of red ink splashed across their budgets.
So the picture is bleak, indeed. Fiscal 2012
Facing one of the worst economic recessions in

budgets will face a projected collective shortfall of

U.S. history, state governments have already cut

$112 billion according to the Center on Budget

programs, services and staff; sold surplus state

and Policy Priorities.7 Meanwhile, estimates of

property; and shut down everything from DMVs

states’ unfunded pension and health care obliga-

to parks. They’ve tried every budget gimmick

tions currently hover at just below $3 trillion,

in the playbook, from underfunding pensions

a number that many experts view as overly

and other post-employment benefits (OPEBs) to

optimistic and destined to keep growing.8

“monetizing” future revenues, all of which merely
amount to kicking the fiscal can down the road.

In short, states face a massive imbalance between
expected revenues and promised expenditures.

The overall economy may have improved

This underlying threat can be termed “the Gap.”

moderately, and there are signs of recovery in
some state revenues, but the news remains very,

The Gap is a twofold problem consisting of a fiscal

very bad — and it’s likely to get worse. Of the

gap (the deficit) between revenue and expenditures,

44 states that had closed their FY 2010 books
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Introduction

and a performance shortfall between the realities

public pensions, retirees’ health care and Medicaid

state government faces and the way it operates.

costs, together with significant demographic shifts,
mean that incremental changes or reductions in

The fiscal deficit has both a cyclical and a

“waste, fraud, and abuse” won’t even come close to

structural component. Its cyclical guise emerges

solving the problem — though it remains important

in response to variation in economic output

to run an efficient, effective state government.

over time. This happened in previous recessions, and it will happen in future ones.

At first glance, closing the Gap appears to be an
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economic problem, a financial puzzle that can
The structural component of the deficit, while

be solved by simply making some short-term

exacerbated by the cyclical downturn, is more

budget cuts and waiting for the economy to get

fundamental. Many states have over-committed

better. This time, that strategy won’t work.

current and future resources. Steadily rising costs for
Systemic structural changes will be needed to

1-1. State shortfalls after use
of ARRA funds, largest state
budget shortfalls on record

bend the cost curve of state government down
(the likelihood that any state will be in a political
position to raise taxes significantly any time soon
is highly dubious right now). Getting from here to

0

there requires navigating two phases that comprise
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a long, grinding journey to state fiscal sustainability:
The blueprint phase and the transformation phase.
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The blueprint phase
Designing a workable political roadmap
for taking the hard steps

The first step to addressing the Gap is to

All the while, Schwarzenegger warned

develop a political roadmap for the journey to

Californians of the consequences of sticking

fiscal sustainability. This requires overcoming

with the status quo: a future of mounting

several realities that make progress daunting:

budget deficits and a state government that

• Special interest politics work against

would become virtually ungovernable.

dealing with the Gap.
• Elected officials at every level have a political
incentive to serve their current constituents
over future taxpayers. Politically, the best time
to deal with the Gap will always be “soon.”
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• In general, any party out of power has an incentive
to exploit for political gain the hard choices the
ruling party might make toward closing the Gap.
• In general, any party in power has an
incentive to move incrementally rather

The result? The legislative initiatives backed by
the governor lost at the polls, the reform initiative generated little change, and the status quo
prevailed in the legislature. More importantly, the
grim future predicted for California has come to
pass. Despite massive federal subsidies, the state
was reduced to issuing IOUs, and despite large
tax hikes and deep service reductions, it still faces
massive budget deficits and a staggering debt.

than get blamed for the pain associated
with moving boldly to close the Gap.
No one knows better just how treacherous the
politics of downsizing can be than California
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, who took office
in 2003 dedicated to reining in out-of-control state
spending. In his first state-of-the-state address, he
called the state government “a mastodon frozen in
time” with “multiple departments with overlapping
responsibilities” and pledged to “blow up the boxes”
of state government. He launched a major reform
initiative that proposed some of the most sweeping
and radical reorganization changes ever proposed

Action plan for
navigating the
blueprint phase
Crafting the political journey to fiscally sustainable government is a daunting and complex task.
The following strategies can help governors and
state legislative leaders to accomplish that task:

Achieve consensus on the
magnitude of the problem

in the state. He even sponsored four major ballot

To build the political consensus for the changes

initiatives, including one to limit expenditures.

that will have to take place first requires state
leaders to reach agreement on the magnitude of

6
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Lessons from California rightsizing
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the problem. This requires widespread popular

“We don’t have the money, so you need to

acceptance of several “realities,” annoyingly

prepare for what’s coming down the line,” Christie

persistent facts that cannot be wished away.

told the audience at the New Jersey League of
Municipalities’ 18th Annual Mayor’s Legislative Day

• The Gap is real and large.

in February 2010. “You all know the state can’t

• The Gap cannot be closed by merely

continue to spend money it doesn’t have. And

cutting waste, fraud and abuse, or by

you all know that the appetite for tax increases

eliminating some unneeded programs.

among our constituents has come to an end.”

• The Gap cannot be closed by merely raising taxes.

Christie’s promise to implement pension, benefit

• The Gap, in many states, is structural and will not

and arbitration reforms that would save cities

go away when the economy finally recovers.

money drew loud cheers from the mayors.9

• The Gap is based, in part, on a failure to put
away sufficient funds to pay for promised
benefits, including to retired public employees
who contributed to and expect these benefits.

Alter the politics
One way to alter the politics of budget balancing
is to design political mechanisms that allow the

Widespread acceptance of these truths is an

hard choices to be made jointly, with shared

important step in coming to terms with the

blame and credit. One such strategy is the Base

difficult choices ahead. That’s why, for example,

Realignment and Closure Model (BRAC), which

New Jersey’s Governor Chris Christie took

helped depoliticize a necessary defense retrench-

pains to warn constituents about the painful

ment in the 1990s. Congress had to vote up

cuts required to close the $11 billion budget

or down on a package of proposals within 45

gap the state faced for the 2011 fiscal year.

days. This process helped to overcome parochial
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political interests in Congress. Similar thinking
could be applied to state governments.

What works: The Commission for a New Georgia
When Georgia Governor Sonny Perdue took office in 2003 he was naturally curious about the state of
the state he’d just been elected to govern. How well was it functioning? Was it optimizing spending?
Did it actually need to be doing all the jobs that it had taken on? Was it running efficiently? To answer
these questions, Perdue created The Commission for a New Georgia, made up of an enlivening mix of
Republicans and Democrats, business people, public servants, NGOs and other appropriate experts,
with an administrative staff to do research and propose action. Besides its eclectic makeup and
the staff assistance, one other thing made the commission different from similar efforts elsewhere:
It didn’t produce fat reports, but rather, it made recommendations as it found things to fix.
The commission is credited with finding savings and new revenues totaling upwards of $200 million.
Based on the commission’s findings, the state’s fleet of vehicles was downsized by almost 10 percent;
surplus real estate was sold for over $22 million; leases were renegotiated to save almost $9 million;
and energy rates were adjusted, saving the state another $6 million. The state now auctions retired
cars and equipment on the Internet, increasing sales revenue by 30 percent.10 (One of the more
celebrated eBay auctions was for a Lear Jet that the state hadn’t even realized it owned — courtesy
of a major drug bust.) Meanwhile, the state procurement office, which contracts over $5.7 billion
in purchases a year, saved the state $101 million in one year by renegotiating all contracts.

8

in turn, allowed Governor Bob McDonnell to
propose better legislation to cut costs, eliminate
inefficiencies and improve service delivery.”

this meant closing down the state’s expensive and
ineffective maximum security prison, signaling right
away that the new governor would be bringing
the same data-driven approach to Maryland that
he’d honed as mayor of Baltimore. One key to a

Change the default status
Another approach is to create a sunset process: an
action-forcing mechanism to encourage elimination,
reform and merger. Under sunset, a review of the
agency must be done by an independent agency,
and the legislature has to pass a new law to save
the entity. In the language of choice architecture,
it shifts the default status to “terminate.”
The Texas Sunset Commission, the most successful
sunset process in the United States, has abolished
54 agencies and consolidated 12 others. For every
dollar invested in the sunset program, the state has
earned a return of $31, resulting in $784.5 million
in estimated savings between 1982 and 2007.
The legislators who sit on the Texas Sunset
Commission are proud of their independent
viewpoint. “We’re not constrained by conven-

data-driven approach to governance, says O’Malley,
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informed approach to state government. Early on,
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explains Commission Director Mike Reynold. “This,

Martin O’Malley has aggressively pursued a results-

technology reboot

big and potentially contentious concepts publicly,”

of the budgeting process. In Maryland, Governor

7

Commission served as an ideas laboratory to vet

only a handful have made good use of data as part

is that numbers should never be used as a bludgeon.
“You have to go about this with real openness and
transparency,” says the governor. “And everyone
wants to be seen as doing a good job; nobody
wants to be singled out as not performing. We
might lean hard on a department, but it’s never a
matter of giving a department head a blindfold and
a cigarette and putting them up against the wall.”12
The legislative branch of government is traditionally considered to be the least tuned-in to using

improving human
services

discussions. “The Virginia Government Reform

be using data on results to inform budgeting. In fact,

6

take some of the partisanship out of cost reduction

focus squarely to results. Numerous states claim to

responding to health
care reform

the politics. Typically bipartisan in nature, they can

ship in tough budgetary decisions is to shift the

5

reduction commissions as another way of changing

Another option for limiting the political gamesman-

program results to allocate resources. In Connecticut,
however, a small group of crusading legislators has
begun to put teeth into the legislature’s “ResultsBased Accountability” approach to spending.
Agencies that can’t accurately answer their questions

closing state
infrastructure gaps

Virginia, have created government reform and cost

4

Georgia, Louisiana, Minnesota, New Jersey and

Shift the focus to results

are now starting to see their budgets cut, which has
led the rest to begin taking the exercise seriously.

tion,” explains Representative Carl Isett, the
2008 chairman of the Sunset Commission. “We

3

don’t come in with any preconceived ideas.

21st century education

Numerous states in recent years, including Arizona,

We don’t care how they’ve done things in the

1
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generating jobs

past. We come in with ideas as reformers.”11

9

The transformation
phase
Delivering the cost reduction program

Once public and political support have been

Such a shift will not come easily. The bureaucratic

achieved for what ought to be done, the

barriers to change in the public sector greatly

next step is implementation. Actually altering

exceed those in the private sector — due not to

a government’s structure to deliver on a

bad intent, but to a culture of risk aversion and

reform plan is a considerable challenge.

program protection, and as a systemic consequence
of the way government has been organized since

Closing the performance gap in government

the early 20th century. Navigating the transforma-

requires a public culture that embraces a relent-

tion phase is about overcoming these barriers.
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less pursuit of innovation — a commitment to
adopting new, more efficient ways of creating

Much of the work during this stage needs to happen

public value. Reexamining both mission and

concurrently with the previous stage. Much of the

methods will be essential for governments seeking

efficiency savings, for example, will need to be mined

to become sustainable in an era of retrenchment.

before all the difficult political issues are resolved
that allow for the really hard choices to be made.

“

We ask every agency three basic questions:
How much did you do? How well did you do it?
And is anyone better off?

”

~~Connecticut Representative Diana Urban13
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Management guru Peter Drucker contends that
nature and purpose of everything they do by asking:
If the answer is yes, they ask the follow-up question:

action plan for
navigating the
transformation
phase

This last approach gets to the root of one of the
toughest challenges for the public sector — stopping
unneeded activities and rethinking policies that
were enacted for a different time. This gets at a
simple but profound truth: In some cases, what is
being done no longer makes sense. In other cases,

1. Identify cost reduction opportunities

how it is being done no longer makes sense.
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There are hundreds of different ways to
reduce costs.14 These opportunities generally

2. Build a balanced portfolio

fall within seven broad categories:

The biggest transformation traps include taking

Drive meaningful short-term change and savings:

on too many initiatives at once and constructing
a cost reduction portfolio that lacks balance and
coherence. This can lead to one initiative diluting

• Stop spending – Freeze budgets,

the benefits of another and possibly a wider

stop hiring, cut capital budgets

failure of confidence in the whole program.

• Sow the seeds wide to change
culture – the small items add up,
encourage hundreds of small projects
• Reduce wastage – eliminate

A “funnel” approach may be the best way to
identify worthwhile initiatives as well as to weigh
political considerations. Not all cost-cutting ideas

fraud and waste, buy better

will, or should, make the cut. Develop a score sheet

Overhaul operations and rethink

that places political risks, other risks, complexity

policies and structures:

and implementation time on a scale. How fast

• Reengineer processes – make model for
delivering current services more efficient
• Change the operating model – deliver services
in a different and more cost effective way
• Transformational – drive fundamental
change, cost control culture
• Change and/or exit the services – review

do you need the savings? How much heat are
you willing to endure? Compare cost savings
to where an opportunity falls on those other
scales, and weigh options against one another.

3. Use your business case
A well-documented and easily understood business

policy options and the service portfolio,

case is needed at the start of the transformation

challenge everything, ask whether govern-

to communicate the need for change. Equally

ment should be involved at all

important, the business case should be updated

12

Over-analysis can paralyze transformation
efforts, causing them to lose critical support and
momentum. At the same time, the history of government transformation is littered with failed projects
that were started without sufficient forethought,
coalition building and project management structure.
Work to strike a balance between study and action.

credible results from quick wins with stakeholders
builds support for longer-term transformation
projects. Quick wins improve the initiative’s credibility, expand support within the state government
and create positive momentum for the overall effort.
Quick wins also help the new chief executive to
make early, visible progress in cutting the underlying

from big ideas
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4. Avoid paralysis by analysis

responding to health
care reform

measurable improvement within 12 months. Sharing

5

that can be instituted quickly — those that deliver

improving human
services

cost reduction and revenue enhancement reforms

cost base and changing the culture to one of
spending restraint. “If you’re trying to come out

What works: Minnesota’s “Drive To Excellence”
In 2005, Minnesota Governor Tim Pawlenty initiated the Drive to
Excellence. The goal was to retool, reform and improve government
to reinvigorate the quality of life in the State of Minnesota.
Within this broad mandate, the Drive had three primary objectives: 1) Identify

closing state
infrastructure gaps

arise during the course of the transformation.

Set up a formal process for capturing results from

4

tions based on new facts and circumstances that

21st century education

performance, measure results and adjust expecta-

5. Celebrate quick wins

3

periodically throughout the effort to track

technology reboot

8

successful organizations periodically reexamine the
“If we were not already doing this, would we now go into it?”
“If we were to start doing this today, how would we do it?”15

and implement long-term solutions to challenges facing the state; 2) Refocus

The Drive to Excellence teams involved more than 2,000 individuals representing more
than 75 state agencies, boards and commissions. They are involved in 14 major statewide
projects; eight have been completed (including strategic sourcing and statewide e-licensing)

1

and six more are underway. Savings have so far totaled more than $350 million.

2

increased quality, improved customer service and at reduced cost.
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of semi-autonomous agencies and boards; and 3) Serve citizens better through

generating jobs

state government to serve citizens as one enterprise rather than a collection

13

“

You have to relentlessly tear down fiefdoms…We
centralized certain functions — procurement, personnel,
information technology. Enormous savings come from
taking these steps.

”

~~Indiana Governor Mitch Daniels
of a fiscal hole as deep as most governments are
looking at now, you have to attack spending on
every front,” explains Indiana Governor Mitch
Daniels. “We did a number of things that were
very large, that brought very large savings immediately, but you also have to do literally hundreds
of lesser things that add up. You need to build
a culture that challenges every expenditure.”

7. Focus on implementation
The transformation phase requires strong leadership.
Unfortunately, politicians have historically focused
on policy and politics rather than implementation.
The new roadway, the new program, the legislative strategy, and signing a bill into law — these
are interesting and politically valuable. On the
other hand, overseeing a portfolio of efficiency
measures and grappling with bureaucratic chal-

the journey to a fiscally
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6. Communicate early and often

lenges are neither inherently pleasurable nor

Cost reduction programs often involve eliminating
sacred cows, shifting resources and eliminating
jobs — each extremely controversial in its own

politically beneficial. They are crucial to long-term
success, however. A governor must focus relentlessly on more efficient, streamlined government.

right. Communication therefore needs to be
focused on gathering support, developing trust
and increasing transparency. This entails creating
a messaging campaign to tell citizens about what
you’re doing and why. Employees should clearly
understand the implications of the efforts for their
jobs and benefits. A cost management dashboard,
which publicly indicates the level of cost savings
and achievements to date, increases transparency.

Look for transformation ideas
through multiple lenses:
• Top-down: Cabinet members,
policy staff, legislators.
• Bottom-up: Managers, line-level
employees and unions.
• Inside-out: Leading practices from other

The political champion needs to convey the
same messages communicated elsewhere.
That individual should be given regular updates
on the progress of different activities.

14

governments and the private sector.
• Outside-in: What do our customers and
citizens want from government services?

from big ideas
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Too many governments?

providing them. Some, like New York’s Governor-elect Andrew Cuomo, argue that significant administrative
inefficiencies exist in the duplication and overlap of services and responsibilities among many counties,
cities and towns, not to mention the thousands of special districts that have mushroomed over the last

8

cost of government are beginning to ask hard questions not just about how services are provided, but who is

innovation state

It’s more a notion than a movement. But some state policy leaders who are taking a broad look at the overall

technology reboot

three decades nationwide. Overall, more than 90,000 units of local government exist in the United States.
The most obvious answer would seem to be to
encourage local governments to coordinate and share

7

services. But a more fundamental question is also now
being asked: Are many of these smaller jurisdictions

improving program
performance

and special districts simply relics of a different era and
no longer needed? That’s the argument being made
by Rich Pahls, a Nebraska state senator from Omaha,

6

who has proposed merging many of his state’s 93
counties — the vast majority of which contain fewer

responding to health
care reform

than 20,000 residents.16 The jurisdictions were
designed for the days of the horse and buggy, he
pointed out to The New York Times this year after
his bill died in the legislature, not an era when

Or consider a place like New Jersey, which has some of the
highest property taxes in the country thanks in part to 567 municipalities — a third of them
with fewer than 5,000 residents — along with 611 school districts and 486 local authorities

and acceptance of the need for change because merging and eliminating even the smallest
units of government has proven politically daunting wherever it has been tried.
Key to both of these goals is gathering hard data on what every unit of government does, how much
it spends and what it gets for its money — and then making that information readily available to the
public. This is not an easy task; government is complicated and, with many states possessing thousands
of jurisdictions, the sheer breadth of the data collection task is enormous. But without the ability to shine

1

a light on just what is taking place under the status quo, driving change will continue to prove difficult.

3

and glacial decision making. The second is to lay the groundwork for public understanding

generating jobs

are for eliminating duplication, inefficiency, excess administration, fragmented accountability

2

local governmental units makes sense. The first is to understand where the opportunities
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There are two initial tasks for anyone hoping to get a handle on whether dissolving or merging

21st century education

4

and special districts. Bergen County alone has 70 school districts and 76 superintendents.

closing state
infrastructure gaps

5

“people will drive 100 miles to the grocery store.”

15

Addressing the
pension crisis
The special problem of state pensions

While states can work the annual budget and

Estimates suggest that the situation has worsened

operations side of the equation, there is one

since the financial crisis. The Illinois Retirement

looming fiscal issue that will dominate — and

System had a funded ratio of 54.3 percent, with

could devastate — state budgets into the future.

assets of $64.7 billion and liabilities of $119
billion as of fiscal year 2008. Massachusetts has

According to the Pew Center on the States, state

funded only 63 percent of its pension bill. Its

pension and health care funds are underfunded

liabilities grew 85 percent between 1999 and

by a whopping $2.73 trillion, a figure the report

2008, outpacing its assets, which grew only 34

itself describes as “conservative” (other analyses

percent in the same period. If a healthy system

put the number at well over $3 trillion).

is at least 80 percent funded, then 16 states

the journey to fiscally
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are showing cause for serious concern.19
The report, The Trillion Dollar Gap: Underfunded
State Retirement Systems and the Road to Reform,

If there is debate over just how dire the retire-

released earlier this year, calculates what states

ment funding situation is, many states, at

have committed themselves to by way of pension

least, appear to be getting the message. The

payments and “other post-employment benefits”

spring of 2010 saw a flurry of legislative action

— mostly health care coverage — to the tens of

aimed at closing retirement fund shortfalls.

thousands of once and future state government
retirees who will be counting on the cash and
coverage to carry them into a comfortable old age.17
While not everyone agrees with the dire picture
painted by the Pew report — organized labor

Action plan for
fixing the state
pension problem

disputes that the long-range fiscal picture is that
terrible — the overwhelming consensus is that

Governors and state legislators must face up

this is a ticking time bomb under state budgets.

to the problem of huge unfunded pension and

A recent report by The Center for Retirement

retiree health care obligations. The following

Research at Boston College predicts that state

basket of reforms can help to address an

and local pension plans are headed for continued

urgent fiscal issue and rebuild public trust.

tough times, projecting that collectively they’ll
be 72 percent funded in 2013 — 8 percent
below what is considered minimally healthy.18

16
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91.6% to 107.4%
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Stop — or at least slow — the bleeding

Introduce two-tier retirement programs

The first thing states need to do is make sure that

Extremely common in the private sector, these

current contributions at least cover current liabilities.

programs reduce retirement and health benefits

There are generally no requirements forcing public

for employees hired after a specific date, while

retirement plans to fund their pension liabilities. As

maintaining agreed-upon benefit packages for

a result, these plans are funded to varying degrees,

existing workers. Several states have recently

including some that are completely unfunded and

taken this route, including Kansas, Arkansas,

operate on a “pay-as-you-go” basis. Over the last

Colorado, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Dakota,

few years, the faltering economy crimped general

Rhode Island, New York and Texas, which have all

government revenues, leading jurisdictions to divert

created new classes of employees who, in some

retirement fund contributions to other priorities.

combination, will receive less generous pensions;

Paying less than the actuarially determined contribu-

take longer to be vested; have to work longer to

tion each year is only making a bad situation worse.

get benefits and be older to receive them; and
contribute more of their salary to their plans.

Close loopholes
Two options for closing loopholes are: 1) Tighten

Phase in retirement

the practice of granting large pay raises in the

This strategy is designed to keep older employees in

years immediately before retirement, which can

the workforce longer and therefore delay the onset

allow employees to spike final earnings amounts;

of full pension benefits. North Carolina kicked off

and 2) Narrow the eligibility for high-cost public-

a program in 2006 under which state employees

safety pension benefits. To prevent spiking, the

can start receiving partial pension benefits at age

California Association of Highway Patrolmen will

59 while they continue working flexible hours.

now base its retirement benefits on the highest
three years of earnings rather than the single
highest year. In exchange, the organization is

Increase minimum retirement age

going to increase its monthly contribution to

Some states have increased their minimum

10 percent from the original 8 percent.

retirement ages. Mississippi is considering this

20

after already requiring more years of service
for benefits. Iowa, Minnesota, Vermont and
Colorado are enacting similar measures.

18
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8
also increased the retirement age from 62 (or
lower for some classes of employees) to 67,
which officials estimate will save the system more
than $40 billion over the next several decades.

Share risks through hybrid systems
A few states, reports the Pew Center on the States,
are “sharing more of the risk of investment loss

Trim down past promises

with employees by introducing benefit systems
that combine elements of defined benefit and

Colorado lowered its cost-of-living increase,

defined contribution plans. These hybrid systems

and South Dakota and Minnesota have taken

generally offer a lower guaranteed benefit,

similar measures to limit payouts over time. Other

while a portion of the contribution — usually

states, such as California and New Jersey, are

the employees’ share — goes into an account

changing benefits packages already promised

that is similar to a private sector 401(k).”

5

to current employees and future retirees.

technology reboot

retirement fund is less than 80 percent funded.

7

prevents increases in any benefits where the relevant

and limiting the size of pensions. The new law

improving human
services

requiring new hires to work longer for benefits

6

That same year, Missouri enacted legislation that

responding to health
care reform

In Illinois, legislation sailed through Springfield

plans for new employees, while Alaska and Michigan
have adopted 401(k) plans for new workers.

In 2007, Hawaii passed legislation barring any
increases add to unfunded pension liabilities.

What works: Growing union cooperation
Vermont hammered out a deal with its teachers’ union that requires teachers to work longer

21st century education

4

boost in benefits between 2008 and 2011 if such

3

Put a circuit breaker on benefits increases

closing state
infrastructure gaps

Georgia and Nebraska have adopted such hybrid

before they’re eligible for retirement and to make larger contributions to their pensions. Vermont,

employee union recently signed off on a reduction in annual cost of living increases. In Kentucky,

1
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teachers decided to step up and begin contributing more to their future health care costs.

2

labor when it comes to long-range pension and health care costs. Minnesota’s largest public

generating jobs

in fact, may be a harbinger of a new and more cooperative attitude on the part of organized

19

State retiree health care:
Another ticking time bomb?
On the health care side — where only six states
are on track to be fully funded, according to
the Pew report — the most basic strategy being
pursued by conscientious states has been to
create dedicated, irrevocable trust funds to
pay for retiree health care. According to the
National Conference of State Legislatures, more
than a dozen states have adopted this approach
since 2007, although the amounts of money
they are depositing in those trusts vary.21
Other options for dealing with long-term
health care costs range from cutting coverage
to requiring higher health care contributions
and co-pays. Utah is asking retirees in
essence to fund their own post-employment
health care using the value of leftover sick
leave, which is invested in a 401(k) account.
(The 2006 law was challenged by the Utah

the journey to fiscally
sustainable government

Public Employees Association, which took its
challenge all the way to the state supreme
court, where the new plans were upheld.)

1-4. Number of states with fully funded pension programs
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Source: The Pew Center on the States
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future part-time workers from the pension system
and requires any part-time worker making more
than $5,000 a year to join a 401(k)-style plan;
and requires all public employees to contribute
1.5 percent of their salaries to health care.

crisis, but is worth working on — is cutting plan
administrative overhead. The biggest opportunity lies
with consolidating multiple pension plans. There are
more than 2,600 public employee retirement systems
nationwide, according to the U.S. Census Bureau.
In Texas, for example, dozens of state and local

innovation state

9
employee wants to leave state service); bans

that won’t even come close to solving the pension

8

to 401(k) plans (making them portable if an

Another area of potential pension savings — one

technology reboot

with fewer than 10 years of service to switch

Reduce administrative costs

7

bills that among other things, allows employees

public retirement plans cover government workers,
teachers, police and ﬁreﬁghters. Similarly, the State
of Illinois has ﬁve separate retirement boards,

5
closing state
infrastructure gaps

4
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Failure of political will and fuzzy math
Not even budget hawks are immune to the temptation to underfund state pension systems.
Pew’s Susan Uhran notes, “For far too long states have sort of ignored this issue, increasing
benefits when times were good, but making no accommodation for paying for that.”
Meanwhile, governors and legislatures alike have been too willing to shuffle the problem
off to the future. “The attitude has been, ‘We’ll worry about it next year,’” she says.

generating jobs

Attractiveness of defined benefit programs
Unlike the private sector today, the vast majority of government retirement systems still offer defined
benefit plans, which guarantee retirees a predetermined benefit amount based on the number of
years they work and their final or highest average compensation amount. Public employees typically
contribute a fixed portion of their paychecks into a pension fund, which is invested to produce revenue
to pay for a portion of their retirement benefits. Because retirees are guaranteed a certain benefit
amount, the government must make up any shortfall resulting from actual investment returns that are
less than anticipated. While more expensive, defined benefit plans afford retirees greater security.22

2

Difficulty of modifying retirement plans
Retirement benefits are often the product of collective bargaining agreements, and these benefits
are fiercely guarded by employee groups. Politics also plays a large part in the decision-making
process. Public pension rights typically are considered part of a contract between the employer
and employee. That makes it much harder to modify a public pension plan’s terms. Furthermore,
public employee pension benefits, once approved, have constitutional protection in some states.
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Roadblocks to overcome

responding to health
care reform

6

each with its own workforce and infrastructure.

improving human
services

In March, New Jersey passed a package of three

21

Interview with

Mitch Daniels
Governor of Indiana

QQAre we moving into an era of permanent

theretofore would have been an extraordinarily low

fiscal crisis in the states? Might states need

level, human ingenuity started to assert itself. We

to think about how to do less with less?

heard the usual lamentations about how hard and

Most states until recently haven’t done anything

painful it would all be, but it wasn’t, not at all.
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significant to curtail spending. It was growing
grotesquely in many places, so there’s a lot of

QQIn 2006, you leased the Indiana toll road

room to shrink. It will be a fundamentally different

for $3.8 billion to a private Spanish/Australian

trajectory going forward. Let’s hope the economy

consortium. When it occurred it was quite

revives to the point that state revenues do show

controversial and cost you a lot of political

some growth year-to-year, but they’re not going

support. Now it looks to be extraordinarily

to catch up to the trendline they had been on.

successful. What are some lessons?
If you have an underperforming asset from which

QQIndiana has emerged as the poster

someone else believes they can extract more value,

child for fiscal sanity during this time

you ought to consider monetizing it, then investing

of fiscal crisis. How do you turn a deep

the money in something you get a better return

budget deficit into a surplus without closing

out of. That’s what we did in the case of the toll

DMVs and slashing school spending?

road and also in many lesser things. We’ve shed

You limit the growth of state spending to something

thousands of state vehicles, two-thirds of the state

less than revenue. When we came in, Indiana was
technically bankrupt. We simply insisted that we
have the tightest budget in 55 years and found
that in state government, the fruit hangs very low.
People ask me often, “What were the biggest
surprises in office?” One of them was how easy it
was to find excess, duplication and unnecessary
spending. Once we capped spending at what

22

aircraft and redeployed those proceeds into things
that we think are more useful for our citizens.
The results are spectacular. We will now deliver
to the next generation billions of dollars worth
of new public infrastructure that this state
never would have had otherwise without a
dime of new taxes or a dime of borrowing.

in small quantities from who knows whom.
We also moved to a pay-for-performance system
across the state government, moving away from
the old industrial model where the best worker in
a group at the end of the year got treated exactly
the same as the worst loafer in the group.
QQSome might argue that, given the magnitude
of the fiscal crisis, it’s not worth spending
much time on micro-savings. Instead, just go
where the big money is. You didn’t do that.
If you’re trying to come out of a fiscal hole as deep
as most states are looking at now, you have to
attack spending on every front. We did a number

The other way is if circumstances will compel it.
The days of easy money that led to growth are
over. Here in Indiana, we put a cap on property
taxes after we cut them. Initially this isn’t going to
be impossible for localities to deal with. But going
forward, it will mean that they are going to have
to have a hard look at doing some of the things
that we’ve been doing in state government.
Here’s a small example: The Fort Wayne school
district, our state’s second-largest, didn’t have all the
money they wanted for the current school year. After
much debate they took the radical, brilliant, breakthrough step of outsourcing custodial services. Every
business I know did this about 20 years ago. They
saved $4.5 million dollars a year, which is equivalent
to about 80 teachers. So why didn’t they do it 20
years ago? The answer is: they didn’t have to.

of things that were very large, that brought very
literally hundreds of lesser things that add up.
You need to build a culture that challenges every
expenditure and thinks critically about whether we
really need to do this or not. If we do, what is the
least expensive way to get the job done? By working
relentlessly on that for six years, I hope we’re
getting there. You have to, over the course of time,
try to convert thousands of people into thinking
this way and believing it’s the right thing to do.

QQIf you were given a clean sheet of
paper to redesign state government to
meet today’s realities, what are some
of the ways it might look different?
The question is what pieces of today’s state
bureaucracy might best be delivered in some
other way? How small can the core of state
government be? You could pay the people in state
government dramatically more than you do now
if they’re project managers, contract supervisors
and auditors. The goal would be to ensure that the
taxpayer was getting a great result at a good price
and that everybody was following the rules. The
exception, not the rule, would be taxpayers pay
for a building and we fill it up with thousands of
permanent or full-time permanent state employees.
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large savings immediately, but you also have to do

technology reboot

with their own credit card and buying things

7

You can’t have every department running around

improving human
services

launched into volume purchasing right away.

6

savings come from taking these steps. We also
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care reform

personnel, information technology. Enormous

There are two ways it can happen. One is
by thoughtful reform legislation that just
simply looks at the changed environment and
takes the necessary steps to consolidate or
rationalize these local government units.

5

We centralized certain functions — procurement,

closing state
infrastructure gaps

like IT and procurement, I’m for dictatorship.

4

outlook on things, but when it comes to things

The inertia is bipartisan. Folks are wed either
sentimentally or for patronage purposes to
these old, outmoded, duplicative structures.

21st century education

In most of life I’ve taken a sort of libertarian

3

You have to relentlessly tear down fiefdoms.

generating jobs

all your department heads to cut costs?

2

cost-saving group rather than just asking

QQYou had a proposal to rationalize
the number of local government units. It
failed to pass the Indiana legislature. Can
you talk a little bit about that issue?
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QQHow important is it to establish a central
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